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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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the male’s grooming market in Shanghai. The purpose of this report is to understand the 

strategies used by the brands L’Oréal Men Expert and GF in branding and retailing their 

product in Shanghai, in order to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of their approach.   

The report finds that the consumer behaviour in the male’s cosmetic market in China is 

different to elsewhere in the world. For example, need recognition in China is subject to 

heavy socio-cultural influences; the role of the family is more significant than in Western 

markets. This difference in consumer behaviour impacts on the two brands and therefore 

they have to appropriately adapt their strategy to attract consumers through their marketing 

mix. 

The brand positioning of L’Oréal and GF is then discussed and it can be seen that the 

products currently target the mass market; it may be important for both brands to specialise 

their offerings in the future to cater for more specialised niches that are appearing in the 

market.  

The retailing strategies of L’Oréal and GF are analysed from a selection of store types in 

Shanghai and Haiyan to understand similarities and differences and if the strategy is 

standardised or the approach changes between stores.  

Finally, the report concludes with key recommendations for both L’Oréal, as a foreign entrant, 

and GF as a competitor of the market-leader. Recommending that GF should strengthen 

their brand image and retailing further and L’Oréal should work to improve retailing strategies. 

The report analyses whether the foreign brand, L’Oréal, has appropriately adapted their 

strategy to the Shanghai market and how they can further improve and how GF is able to 

improve to gain market share and pose a threat to the well-established L’Oréal. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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In 2013, the men’s grooming market in China grew by 15% and is expected to have an 

annual growth rate of 12% by 2018 (Euromonitor, 2014), which has resulted in much 

attention on this market the last couple of years. This great rise in this segment is a result of 

a rise in income (greater middle class), greater awareness of gender specific products, 

together with a greater acceptance of men’s grooming products. Many domestic and 

international players cover the men’s grooming market in China and this paper seeks to 

investigate exactly the branding and retailing strategies of two companies, one domestic 

Shanghai Jahwa with gf, and L’Oréal with L’Oréal Men Expert. This will be done through an 

understanding of the market, the consumers and the companies and hereafter collecting 

relevant data to be able to analyse and compare the branding and retailing strategies in 

China. Through this analysis, the purpose is to acquire an understanding of the adaptation of 

each company to the Chinese market and hereafter recommend the best strategy both for 

the two companies and for a potential new entrant in the men’s grooming market. 

 

Justification of company choice 

The choosing the companies and brands within men’s grooming sector in China was based 

on the market share and brand share within the Chinese market. L’Oréal was chosen as they 

are the biggest player within the Chinese men’s grooming industry with a market share of 

18.3%. L’Oréal Men Expert is L’Oréal’s biggest brand within men’s grooming, and also 

ranking number 1 within brand shares with 13.7%, which made it a natural choice for 

analysis (Euromonitor – Men’s grooming in China 2014 – numbers from 2013).  On the same 

basis, the domestic player Shanghai Jahwa was chosen as it is the largest domestic player, 

ranking number 6 within men’s grooming in China with a market share of 3.7%. Their main 

men’s brand is GF, which is ranked number 7 with a brand share of 3.7%. (Euromonitor – 

Men’s grooming in China 2014 – numbers from 2013).   

 

Paper Outline 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the outline of the paper in a proper manner.  

First the introduction justified the choice of sector and companies to analyse in order to state 

the importance of this paper and the logic of choosing the two companies.  
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The methodological part introduces the methods used to obtain primary data, which was 

collected both for the consumer behaviour section and the retail section. Furthermore, the 

secondary data will also briefly be introduced. 

Hereafter the general beauty and men’s grooming market in China will be introduced 

followed by an analysis of the market competition based on Porter’s 5 forces. Furthermore, a 

prism of the competitors will also be included.  Finally, included in this section is the 

consumer behaviour within the men’s grooming sector. 

Next, the companies and brands will be introduced and analysed through usage of brand 

positioning and brand identity analysis tools – L’Oréal with L’Oréal Men Expert and Shanghai 

Jahwa with GF. 

Hereafter, the focus will narrow down and look at the retail strategies of the two companies 

where the primary data from store analysis will be included.  

In order to collect the data of the above-mentioned sections a SWOT analysis will be done 

and the section will finish by giving our recommendations.  

Finally the paper will conclude with the analysis of consumer behaviour, branding and 

retailing of the two companies – together with our recommendations. 
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METHODOLOGY 
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In order to obtain information about the beauty and men’s grooming sector in China and 

analyse our primary data to secondary data, this paper has collected secondary data from 

several sources including: Industry reports, company reports, articles, company and 

distribution web pages. 

In order to fully understand the distribution channel strategy of the two brands we also 

analysed the two Chinese websites. For this matter we simply went on the different websites 

and compared their Web design, their information content and their branding strategy. 

 

Primary Data Collection 

This report used primary data from qualitative interviews and observations to gain a better 

understanding of the topic. It was chosen to observe consumers and do qualitative research 

with sales men and women in specialised stores, in order to gain a general understanding of 

men’s consumer behavior of grooming products. 

The stores where both the qualitative interview and observations took place were the 

following specialized stores: 

- Sephora, West Nanjing Road 

- Mannings, West Nanjing Road 

- Watsons, West Nanjing Road 

- Sephora, East Nanjing Road 

- Watsons, By Shanghai Expo Centre 

The reason for choosing specialized stores instead of, for example, supermarkets was to 

access to more skilled staff with greater knowledge of men’s consumer behavior for the 

qualitative interviews. 

  


